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This article addresses the foundations and the interpretation of
quantummechanics. We show that there exist quantum states that
never collapse in an inﬁnite universe and thus that the notion of
‘‘wave function collapse’’ becomes altered in the context of an inﬁ-
nite universe.
Let us recall that the Friedmann equations, given by Friedmann
in 1922 [1], can describe an inﬁnite universe. They describe an
homogeneous isotropic universe and are given by_aðtÞ
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: ð1Þwhere aðtÞ is the scale factor of the universe, q the mass-energy
density, p the pressure, c the speed of light in vacuum, G the grav-
itational constant, K the cosmological constant and k a constant
belonging to 1; 0;1f g [2]. If k ¼ 1, the space is a spherical 3-man-
ifold and its size is ﬁnite. If k ¼ 0, the space is a ﬂat 3-manifold and
its size can be inﬁnite or ﬁnite assuming a nontrivial topology. If
k ¼ 1, the space is an hyperbolic 3-manifold and its size can also
be ﬁnite or inﬁnite [3]. There are several possible topologies for
the three kinds of geometry for the space of the universe leading
to a ﬁnite or inﬁnite universe [4]. The current observational data
cannot decide between both models [5–7]. Let us recall that the cos-
mological principle is the postulate that the universe is statistically
homogenous and isotropic, and therefore appears the same from
any position.The measurement problem in quantum mechanics is an old one
coming from the birth of quantum mechanics. It comes from the
postulate of the wave function collapse introduced by Heisenberg
in 1927 and incorporated by von Neumann in 1932 into the
mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics known as the
Copenhagen interpretation [8]. This postulate states that after a
measurement, a quantum system sees its quantum state reduced
to the one that was measured. It is possible to remove this postu-
late from the theory without changing quantum mechanics. This is
for instance the case for the many-worlds interpretation developed
by Everett in [9]. It denies the actuality of the wave function col-
lapse and then leads to many-worlds where all quantum probabil-
ities are realized. This interpretation implies the existence of many
worlds corresponding to the realization of every possible history in
quantum mechanics.
There is an intriguing problem when taking into account the
shape of the universe, it is the expression and the speciﬁcity of
quantum mechanics in an inﬁnite universe. This issue was
addressed in [10] by Aguirre and Tegmark. Working with an inﬁ-
nite universe leads to take into account an inﬁnite number of par-
ticles. After the seminal works of von Neumann in [11,12], the
problem of the deﬁnition of quantum mechanics for an inﬁnite
number of particles has been developed through the use of the
classical probabilities in [10,13–16]. Page has also proved in [17–
19] that Born’s rule is insufﬁcient in a sufﬁciently large ﬁnite uni-
verse. We show in this article that there exist quantum states that
never collapse in an inﬁnite universe, these are the quantum states
of similar quantum systems evolving in similar observable uni-
verses. This issue has also been discussed in [10, Section VI]. The
observable universe of a quantum system refers to the objects of
the universe which are observable by the observer who makes a
measurement on the quantum system. Currently, the radius of
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locution ‘‘similar quantum systems evolving in similar observable
universes’’ means that we consider similar quantum systems in
similar observable universes at different places of the universe
which are indistinguishable by an observer.
The ﬁnite-universe case
Let us consider a Stern–Gerlach experiment done on Earth,
denoted by 1, where the zcomponent of the spin of an electron
is measured. The spin quantum state of the electron is prepared
in the state
W1j i ¼ a1 "j i þ b1 #j i ð2Þ
where "j i and #j i are both spin eigenstates of the electron and
ða1;b1Þ 2 C2 are such that ja1j2 þ jb1j2 ¼ 1, before going through
the magnetic ﬁeld of the Stern–Gerlach experiment. Moreover, we
have that W1j i belongs to the Hilbert space describing the spin-12
particle denoted byHspin and whose "j i and #j i form an orthonormal
basis.
Suppose that the universe is ﬁnite but large enough such that
the same experiment occurs in a similar observable universe at
another place in the universe, denoted by 2, with another electron
whose spin quantum state is prepared in the state
W2j i ¼ a2 "j i þ b2 #j i ð3Þ
where ða2; b2Þ 2 C2 are such that ja2j2 þ jb2j2 ¼ 1. Such a situation is
possible because of the cosmological principle and due to the num-
ber of quantum states in a ﬁnite region of the universe which is
ﬁnite [21,22]. We know that a current observer cannot know the
result of both experiments due to the huge ﬁnite distance between
these two similar experiments which implies that they cannot
belong to the same observable universe [22]. Let us consider the
spin quantum state of both electrons given by
W12j i ¼ W1j i  W2j i
¼ a1 "j i þ b1 #j ið Þ  a2 "j i þ b2 #j ið Þ
¼ a1a2 "j i  "j i þ b1b2 #j i  #j i
þa1b2 "j i  #j i þ b1a2 #j i  "j i
ð4Þ
where W12j i belongs to the Hilbert space H2spin :¼ Hspin Hspin. We
suppose that there is an observer on Earth at the place 1. Before
the measurement, we have two similar experiments in two similar
observable universes. Suppose now that the observer on Earth
observes the spin value h2 for the electron of its Stern–Gerlach exper-
iment. Due to the wave function collapse, it means that
Sz W1j i ¼
h
2
"j i ð5Þ
where Sz is the zcomponent of the spin operator. After the mea-
surement, we have
W _12
  ¼ "j i  a2 "j i þ b2 #j ið Þ ¼ a2 "j i  "j i þ b2 "j i  #j i ð6Þ
because the observer at the place 1 cannot know the result of the
Stern–Gerlach experiment occurring at the place 2. We add a dot
above the integer corresponding to the place where the measure-
ment takes place. After the measurement, we also have
W _12
  ¼ W1 _2
  ð7Þ
which comes from the indistinguishability between the place 1 and
the place 2. Equation (7) means that the observer cannot know in
what observable universe its measurement takes place in the con-
text of a universe having several similar observable universes. As
W1 _2
  ¼ a1 "j i  "j i þ b1 #j i  "j i ð8Þwe obtain
a1 ¼ a2
b1j j ¼ b2j j
b1 #j i  "j i ¼ b2 "j i  #j i:
ð9Þ
The wave function W12j i of both electrons at the places 1 and 2 is
partially reduced by the measurement because the state #j i  #j i
is not allowed. This reasoning is also true if we suppose that we
have a ﬁnite number n of the same Stern–Gerlach experiment
occurring in similar observable universes at different places in a
ﬁnite universe. In this case, the Hilbert space is Hnspin.The inﬁnite-universe case
Existence
If the space is inﬁnite and the cosmological principle is true,
there exists an inﬁnite countable number of the same Stern–Ger-
lach experiment occurring in similar observable universes at differ-
ent places i 2 N n f0g in the universe. Such a situation has also
been used for instance in [10,14]. Let us denote by W1;...1
  the spin
quantum state of all the electrons undergoing the same Stern–Ger-
lach experiment in similar observable universes. We have that
W1;...1
  belongs to the Hilbert space
H1spin :¼ Hspin Hspin Hspin     ð10Þ
and is given by
W1;...1
  ¼ 1
i¼1
Wij i ¼ 
1
i¼1
ai "j i þ bi #j ið Þ ð11Þ
where the spin quantum state of the electron at the place i is pre-
pared in the state
Wij i ¼ ai "j i þ bi #j i ð12Þ
with jaij2 þ jbij2 ¼ 1. A consistent mathematical deﬁnition of H1spin
and its properties are given in [12, Chapter 3], [23,24,15]. The spin
quantum state of an inﬁnite number of particles is used for instance
in [10,25,14]. We suppose that there is an observer at the place 1
seeing the spin value h2 for the electron of its Stern–Gerlach experi-
ment. Due to the wave function collapse, we have
W _1;...1

E
¼ "j i  1
i¼2
ai "j i þ bi #j ið Þ: ð13Þ
We can now use the indistinguishability between the different
observable universes which implies that the observer cannot know
if its Stern–Gerlach experiment occurs at the place 1, or 2, or 3 etc.
So, we have
W _1;...1

E
¼ W1;...; _k;...1

E
ð14Þ
for all k 2 N n f0g.
First of all, we want to obtain similar relations to (9) for the inﬁ-
nite-universe case. But it is not possible to use Equalities (14), as
for the ﬁnite-universe case. Indeed, they lead to inﬁnite products
of complex numbers whose convergence concerns the modulus
only [12, Chapter 2]. Nevertheless, by using the Finkelstein–Hartle
theorem given in [13] we have
Fð"Þ W1;...1
  ¼ akj j2 W1;...1
 ; k 2 N n f0g ð15Þ
where F is the frequency operator of the state "j i given in [13]. Let
us recall that the Finkelstein–Hartle theorem was ﬁrst developed in
[26,15]. We deduce that
akj j ¼ a‘j j
bkj j ¼ b‘j j
ð16Þ
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Then, let us denote
W1;... _1
  ¼ lim
k!þ1
W1;...; _k;...1

E
: ð17Þ
By using (14), we have a constant sequence W1;...; _k;...1

E 
k2Nnf0g
in
H1spin. So, all the terms are equal to the limit W1;... _1
  which belongs
to H1spin. Now, we have to give a physical meaning of this limit
W1;... _1
  which models a measurement ‘‘sent toward inﬁnity’’. As
nothing can distinguish the limit W1;... _1
  from the original spin
quantum state W1;...1
 , we deduce that
W1;... _1
  ¼ W1;...;1
 : ð18Þ
Thus, the spin quantum state W1;...;1
  is not reduced by the knowl-
edge of the result of a Stern–Gerlach experiment.
Uniqueness
Let us see if it is possible to have other non-collapsing spin wave
functions for electrons in an inﬁnite universe than the spin quan-
tum states of similar electrons evolving in similar observable
universes.
First, let us consider the spin quantum state (11) of an inﬁnite
number of electrons undergoing a Stern–Gerlach experiment such
that there exists one observable universe at the place ‘ 2 N n f0g
which is different from the others. We have
W1;...; _k;...1

E
– W1;...; _‘;...1
 E ð19Þ
for all k–‘ because Equalities (14) are only true for the electrons in
the same observable universe. If the different observable universes
associated with the different electrons vary from only one quantum
state, then Equalities (14) do not hold because the observer can the-
oretically differentiate the observable universes at the places k and
‘. So, the spin quantum state W1;...1
  is irretrievably reduced by the
result of the Stern–Gerlach experiment occurring at the place ‘ if
there is an observer. It is therefore necessary to consider similar
observable universes.
Then, we may wonder if is possible to consider different elec-
trons in each similar observable universes, in the sense that several
Stern–Gerlach experiments could be at different locations of each
similar observable universes and at different places of an inﬁnite
universe. In other words, we may wonder if it is possible that there
exist several different Stern–Gerlach experiments occurring in
each similar observable universes. As an observable universe varies
with its associated observer, we see that it is not possible to con-
sider different electrons in each similar observable universes in
the sense deﬁned above because of the variation of the observable
universe.
Finally, the conclusion is that the spin quantum states of similar
electrons evolving in similar observable universes are the only
non-collapsing spin wave functions in an inﬁnite universe. Taking
a quantum state in H1spin composed of an inﬁnite number of quan-
tum states in Hspin is not enough to obtain a non-collapsing wave
function in an inﬁnite universe.
Generalization
The previous results presented for the spin quantum state of
electrons can be extended to the quantum state of quantum sys-
tems involving any ﬁnite dimensional Hilbert space H. Indeed
the Hilbert space H1 is then the tensor product of a countable
number of Hilbert spaces H. The previous results remain true with
H. Moreover, we have that the number of quantum states of a
quantum system evolving in an observable universe is ﬁnite[21,22]. So, the quantum states of similar quantum systems evolv-
ing in similar observable universes are the only non-collapsing
wave functions in an inﬁnite universe.
Interpretation
First of all, we have seen that two conditions are necessary for
the existence of non-collapsing wave functions. The ﬁrst one is
an inﬁnite universe which is very possible in the standard cosmol-
ogy. The second one is the truth of the cosmological principle [27].
Such an inﬁnite universe implies the existence of an inﬁnite num-
ber of the same observable universe. In this case, the non-collaps-
ing wave functions are the quantum states of similar quantum
systems evolving in similar observable universes.
Then, the wave function collapse changes the quantum states of
similar quantum systems evolving in similar observable universes
if we consider a ﬁnite universe or a ﬁnite region of an inﬁnite uni-
verse. If we consider an inﬁnite universe in the whole, there is no
wave function collapse of the quantum states of similar quantum
systems evolving in similar observable universes. It means that
the existence of non-collapsing wave functions in an inﬁnite uni-
verse is compatible with the wave function collapse for describing
only one observable universe.
Finally, we may wonder if it is possible to obtain an interpreta-
tion of quantum mechanics that resolves the problem of the wave
function collapse in an inﬁnite universe by using the results pre-
sented in Section 3. We have seen that if we consider the quantum
state W1;...1
  of similar quantum systems evolving in similar
observable universes, this quantum state never collapses. So, it is
quite natural to consider only the quantum states of similar quan-
tum systems evolving in similar observable universes in an inﬁnite
universe because no observer can distinguish the similar quantum
systems. In this case, the wave function collapse occurs only when
considering a ﬁnite region of the inﬁnite universe. Our results tend
to reinforce the idea that the development of quantum mechanics
in an inﬁnite universe could solve the problems of interpretation of
the theory in a ﬁnite universe.
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